We discuss the case of simultaneous mixing of gauge bosons and mixing of fermions in a model independent w a y and for a variety of extra-fermion representations. In this context we analyze a class of lepton family violating processes, namely Z ! e , Z ! , Z ! e ,!ee e, !ee e, ! , ! e and ! e e in the presence of one extra neutral gauge boson, Z 0 , with universal, non-universal or family changing couplings. We derive bounds on the combined eect of Z{Z 0 mixing and ordinary{exotic lepton mixing.
Introduction
Tree level family changing neutral current (FCNC) interactions arise in extended models from three possible sources: (i) the exchange of family changing neutral gauge boson, (ii) the mixing between exotic and ordinary fermions and (iii) the existence of neutral scalars in the Higgs sector with family violating couplings. However, if the standard neutral Z o boson mixes with a boson which has a coupling which is either family changing or nonuniversal, its coupling to the light (that is the ordinary) fermions becomes family changing even in the absence of mixing between exotic and ordinary fermions.
In previous works an extensive research has been performed in the context of FCNC produced by the mixing of the standard neutral gauge boson whith one which do not couple universally to fermion generation [1] , or by the mixing between exotic and ordinary fermions [2, 3] . In this communication we show h o w this phenomenon arises in the general case of simultaneous mixing of neutral gauge bosons and mixing of ordinary fermions with exotic ones. We do not consider in this article FCNC arising from the exchange of scalars, nor additional indirect eects such a s the shifts induced by the mixing between the neutral gauge bosons in the values of the weak angle w , the parameter and the Fermi coupling constant G F [4{6], since they are irrelevant for the present analysis. We apply the formalism in a model independent w a y to several lepton family violating processes in the e{, { and e{ sectors considering several possible exotic fermionic representations. We obtain in each case bounds for the mixing parameters including the possibility that the contribution of the neutral gauge boson mixing and that of the fermion mixing are of the same order.
We describe in section 2 the formalism for dealing with FCNC which arise from simultaneous mixing of gauge bosons and mixing of fermions. This formalism is applied to the leptonic sector in section 3. In subsection 3.1 we describe how the mixing eects modify the diagonal couplings of the Z. In subsection 3.2 we apply the formalism to the Z ! l i l j , l i ! l j l j l j and l i ! l j l k l k decays and obtain constraints for the mixing parameters. These bounds are rened in section 4 considering special types of representations for the additional fermions. [3, 4, 7] , we will concentrate our attention on the cases of NUFD [1] and FC couplings. To discuss the general mixing of fermions, including additional ones, we follow Langacker and London [2] grouping all fermions of a given electric charge, q, and a given helicity, a = L , R , i n a n a + m a v ector column of n a ordinary (O) 
where the unitary matrices U a have the block form
and the submatrices A a and G a are not unitary but satisfy the following conditions
The term F y F a , second order in the small exotic{ordinary fermion mixing, induces FC transitions in the light{light sector. where s w and c w are sin w and cos w respectively, w is the weak mixing angle, R is the (n + 1 ) ( n + 1 ) orthogonal matrix that diagonalizes the neutral boson mass matrix, D a is the (n a +m a )(n a +m a ) matrix that expresses the coupling of the Z o gauge boson to matter elds, and similarly H i a are the (n a + m a ) (n a + m a )
matrices that express the coupling of the NUFD and FC gauge bosons to matter. The electromagnetic part of L nc has not been displayed since its structure is not aected by the mixing eects.
In the simple case of only one extra neutral gauge boson, the R matrix is easily parametrizable as 
They are diagonal by denition and in the case, which w e assume for simplicity from now on, that the exotics of a given charge and helicity h a v e a common eigenvalue t 3Ea of T 3a , they can be written as
where t 3Oa and t 3Ea are square matrices of dimension n a and m a respectively. They correspond to the ordinary and exotic part of the T 3a operator and they are proportional to the unit matrix through the eigenvalues t 3Oa and t 3Ea of T 3a . This is the same situation for the q Oa and q Ea matrices in relation with the Q operator.
Contrary to the D a matrices, the H ones are not diagonal in general but can however be written as
where H O and H E represent the interactions of the Z o 1 with the ordinary and exotics fermions respectively. The point is that there are no H EO nor H OE terms in H (which would give rise to Z o 1 mediated transitions between exotic and ordinary fermions) as long as the horizontal group commutes with the Standard Model (SM) gauge group. In the basis where the fermions are mass eigenstates, the form of D and H is
and by using the unitarity conditions (3) we can rewrite the last equation as (13d) From these eqs. it is easy to see that:
{ There are two contributions to the FC couplings of the light fermions to the Z, proportional to F y F a cos and (H ll ) a sin respectively, which m a y be in principle of the same order; { In the limit of no mixing between exotics and ordinary fermions (F a = 0) and no mixing between the Z and the extra gauge boson ( = 0) the SM couplings are recovered; { In the absence of mixing with the exotic fermions, the FC couplings of the ordinary fermions (of a given helicity) to the Z may still survive through the term (H ll ) a sin , provided that the family of ordinary fermions of the given helicity transforms nontrivially under the horizontal generator H O . Further details of these couplings depend on the model and on the processes under consideration and are the subject of the next sections.
We m a y rewrite eqs. 
Charged fermions
Since for the light c harged fermions, the dimension of lL and lR are the same (there is an equal numberof left and right handed fermions), we can rewrite the general lagrangian (12) (22a) (24) according to the experimental limits [9, 10] . This means that the fermion mixing parameters ij a are bounded to lie in a circular region centered at ( In this analysis we will not consider any particular case for the ij a parameters, but we will assume that they are of O(1). What follows is valid for one or more additional families, independently of whether the extra families are fundamental or excited leptons in the context of composite models.
No additional fermions
Equations (23) and (29) 
The contribution to FCNC from the ordinary{exotic fermions mixing is both left and right handed. As a consequence there are no stringent bounds on and the limits on ij a and are strongly correlated.
4.6 Self conjugated triplets 
As in the previous case the contribution to FCNC from the ordinary{exotic fermions mixing is both left and right handed. As a consequence there are no stringent bounds on and the limits on ij a and are strongly correlated.
Conclusions
In a model independent w a y w e obtained bounds for the strength of the FCNC, ( + ) a , in the ordinary charged{leptons sector, produced both by the ordinary{exotic fermion mixing, ij a , and by the Z{Z 0 mixing, . Giving that the experimental bounds on the decay ! ee e are more stringent than those for the FC decays of the into three charged leptons and of the Z into two c harged leptons, the bounds on the {e coupling of the Z are stronger than those on the {e and { couplings. We h a v e shown also that in some cases, when the SU(2) L representation of the additional fermions is relatively simple, the bounds may be rened. In other cases there may be a strong correlation between and ij a and then it is not safe to take the limit ! 0.
In the same way, if one consider specic extended models, e.g. [1, 14{21] , some additional statements may b e drawn on the ij a . In this work we h a v e concentrated our attention to LFV in decay processes. On the other hand, there may be LFV processes of a dierent t ype [22] which will certainly put additional constraints on the LFV parameters.
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